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　　Because the requirements of the TV series can not be crossed, the scriptwriter changed the Chuqiao

that should have been crossed into amnesia. At the beginning of the TV series, Chu Qiao fell into the

water, and then it was changed from Chu Qiao to Jing Xiaoliu. The audience is very concerned about

when Chu Qiao can restore memories? Who taught Wugong in the latest plot?

　　When did Chujo restore his memory?
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　　"Chu Qiao Chuan" made a lot of original book fans stunned at the beginning. The original "11 places"

in Chu Jiao's cross plot did not. In order to explain Chu Qiao's martial arts and courage and bravery, Chu

Qiao had a special mysterious identity. In the first episode of the broadcast, Chu Qiao’s tattoo and the

bracelet she had been wearing on her hand, and her mother’s dream of calling her, and her name “Jing

Xiaoliu” after waking up, were mysterious. Chujo lost his memory. So how many memories of Chu Qiao

restore memory?

　　So when does Chujo restore memory? Although the current Chu Qiao is still a small six, seeing that

her brothers and sisters have been killed, she is full of hatred, even to revenge close to Yu Wenjia, but

Chu Qiao soon resumed memory, from the trailer, Chu Qiao subsequently Together with Yan Yan, after

Yan's family was destroyed, Yan Yan shouted, "This world can give up everything, only A Chu." That is to

say, Chu Qiao has changed from a small six to Achu at that time, that is, Chu Qiao.

　　Who taught Chu Qiao's martial arts ?

　　Chu Qiao's appearance is to fall into the river, experience life and death, the other side of the body

flower tattoo into her body, then Chu Qiao lost memory, after the memory of her, she became Jingjia's

Jing Xiaoliu. Chu Qiao is not a child of Jing family, but he joined Jing family for some reason, perhaps

because he was chased by the enemy, hiding his identity, or perhaps because Chu Qiao’s previous

family was old and so came. Go to Jingjia!

　　Chu Qiao's identity is very mysterious. Even the most powerful spy group in the world, "Spy Paper

Eyes", can't investigate Chu Qiao's previous identity. However, Chu Qiao has always had martial arts.

Where does Chu Qiao receive training? Chu Qiao’s family may have been a camp, or Chu Qiao was

training in a camp since he was a child! So who is the person who trained Chu Qiao martial arts! At

present, Master Chu Qiao has not appeared.
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